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A b s t r a c t : Traditional treatments of knowledge in distributed systems have not been
able to account for processors' limited computational resources. This paper presents
definitions of resource-bounded knowledge, belief, and common knowledge that in a
precise sense capture the behavior of resource-bounded processors. Subtle properties
of the resulting notions are discussed, and they are successfully a.pplied to two problems
in distributed computing.
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What is knowledge? Can anybody answer this question ?
Socrates

1

Introduction

A crucial problem in developing a rigorous theory of knowledge that faithfully models
agents of interest is in appropriately capturing the fact that the agents, whether they are
humans or computing agents, have limited resources. The traditional possible worlds
semantics for knowledge (see lit D is well known to suffer from what Hintikka terms the
logical omniscience problem: An agent necessarily knows all consequences of the facts it
knows. Such semantics definitely do not account for the fact that our agents' computational resources are limited. While there have been a number of attempts to overcome
the logical omniscience problem in the literature (see [E,MH,C,Ra,RB,Ko,FH]), none of
them provides machinery with which to capture specific resource bounds on the agents'
computational abilities (or even just the fact that agents are restricted to computing
computable functions!). Our purpose in this work is to provide a basis for a rigorous
theory of resource-bounded knowledge and belief.
How can we define knowledge in a way that will account for agents' resource limitations? Consider, for example the case in which the agents in question are polynomialtime bounded processors. One "logical" approach would be to start out with some
reasonable set of axioms and inference rules and represent the agent's local information
by a set of assertions. We can then say that the agent "knows" a given fact if the
fact is provable by a derivation of polynomial length. Such a. definition immedia.tely
raises a number of critical problems: First, what could constitute a "reasonable" set of
axioms and inference rules? Slightly different choices yield extremely different results.
For example, adding as an axiom a theorem that requires exponential time to derive
from the other axioms would add a large number of "known" facts that were previously
not known. Along the same lines, what does the set of assertions corresponding to a
polynomial-time agent's local information consist of? How can we map an agent's local
state into such a set of assertions? An additional important point to notice here is that
whether or not the agent knows a. given fact according to such a definition depends on
the existence of a polynomial length proof of this fact - a.n inherently nondeterministic
event. This would make the above definition a troublesome candidate for capturing
(deterministic) polynomial-time knowledge even in the unlikely event that the first two
problems could be overcome.
Our intention is to develop concepts that will be useful for the design and analysis
of distributed protocols and plans. In such circumstances knowledge is a precondition
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for various actions and the result of others. So that whereas the agents' actions depend
on whether they know cerl, ain relevant facts, the agents themselves do not necessarily
reason in a logical la.nguagc or explicitly manipulate logical formulas. R.a.ther, they
d e t e r m i n e what a c(,ions to perform based on various computations they perh~rm. Their
resource bounds restrict the complexity ol~ the computations they can perform. Intuitively, the basic idea. behind the definition we will propose is that a. resource-bounded
agent knows a particular fact at a given point only if it can actually compute that the
tact holds. But we have t() be ca.refill in making this intuition precise. Consider the
case in which a fact ¢p holds at a given point. Thcre a.re clearly ma.ny algorithms the
agent can run a.t tha.t point that will accept (say "yes"). Which of t h e m can be said
to compute tha.t ~ hol(ls a.t that l)oint? Clearly we need to consider l,he algorithm's
behavior at othcr points as well. Intuitively, we will sa.y that a.n algorithm computes
the truth of ~v if it accepts whenever ~ holds and rejects when ~ does not hold. T h e
agent can aclually c o m p u t e the truth of ¢p only if this computation does not require
resourccs beyond the agent's capabilities. W h a t resources the agent has (or can afford
for a given task) can va.ry from one context to another, and we will thus consider the
complexity of perrorming comput, ations a.s a function of pa.rameters that ma.y depend
on the context (e.g., the nurr(ber of a.genl,s involved, n u m b e r or size of messages accepted, number of failures that have occured, etc.). Roughly spea.king, we will saw that
an agent has resource-bounded knowledge of ¢p if there is an algorithm that accepts
a.t the c , r r e n t point and, when executed by the agent a.t any point whatsoever, will
a.lways run within the resource bounds and compute the truth of of,. We will ma.ke this
more precise in Section 3.
l)efined this way, resource-bounded knowledge has a. n u m b e r of interesting properties. For one, il, does not suffer from logical omniscience. It is perfectly consistent
(and very comrn,)n) for an agent to know a fact ~, know tha.t ~v Y) ~/;, and nol know ~.
More irnportantly, this notion allows us I,o capture interesting subtle situations. For
exarnple, iF we assume thai; factoring cannot be performed in polynomial tithe, t;hen
a. polynomial-time processor that receives two large primes, multiplies them to gel, a
nurnl)er N, a.nd then erases the primes, knows the value of N but does not know the
factors (ff N.
This abstract is organized as follows. T h e nexl; section sketches the model of compnl,ation we will use. Section 3 de[ines resource-bounded knowledge and discusses
some of" its properties. Sections 4 and 55 [)rove two nontrivial theorems that provide
a.(](lit,iona] evidenc.e of the a.ppropria.teness of our (]efinit:ions. T h e first, in Sect, ion 4,
shows the relationship between resource-bounded knowledge and the implementability of knowledge-based protocols within given resource bounds. Roughly speaJ¢ing, we
show that once wc replace all tests for knowledge in a knowledge-based protocol by tests
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for resource-bounded knowledge we obta.in a protocol that; is equivalent to the original
one if and only if the origina.] protocol ca.n be implemented by agents resl, ricted to the
given resource bounds. In Section 5, we define resource-bounded belief, common knowledge, and common belief, and use these notions to prove a. new impossibility result in
fault-tolerant computing. More specifically, we show that no polynomial-time protocol
for simultaneous Byzantine agreement can stop as early as any other polynomial-time
protocol, in all runs of the generalized omissions fa.ilure model. This impossibility result
ca,n, in hindsight, bc given a. direct combinatoria.1 proof. However, the fact that it was
provable (and first proved) using our definitions is a strong statement in favor of our
definitions. Section 6 provides some concluding remarks.

2

About the model

We now sketch the essential properties of our model of computation. For simplicity, we
will restrict a.ttention to synchronous systems here, a.lthough our treatment does not
depend on synchrony. Our model is closcly related to thaJ, of [MT].
We consider distributed systems consisting of a. finite collection of processors (or
agent, s) denoted by i,j, . . . . A run r of such a system is a,n infinite sequence of global
states. In each global state, every proccssor is in a unique local slate. A protocol T~
specifies what actions each processor should take (local actions and cotnm,nicationrelated actions) at any given point, as a. function of its local state. [n every global
state each processor first c o m p u t e s what actions to perform, and then performs the
actions. The nex(; global state is the result of all actions taken in the current global
state. The state of the run r when it is in its k th global state is usually denoted by
the pair (r, k); su<:h pairs are ca.lled points. We will also denote points by c, c', etc. A
system is identified with a. set, R of runs. Intuitively, the points in the runs of a system
correspond to the "possible worlds" the system may be in.

3

Resource-bounded knowledge

Before presenting our definitions for resource-bounded knowledge, let us briefly revicw the "standa.rd" definitions of (inforrnation-based) knowledge in a, system (of.
[CM,FI, IIM,PR,RK]). Wifllin a given system, a. fact ~o is identified with a subset ~A,, of
the points of the system (intuitively, tile points of which this fact is true). Formally, we
say that a, point c satisfies a. fact ~, denoted c ~ ~, ifc E ~M. It iS standard to start out
with some basic set • of ground formulas, which are specified explicitly as particular
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facts about the system (subsets of I,he 1)oints), and ext,end I,hem to a. logical language
with boolea., connectives and (p,,ssibly) t,emporal or other moda.1 operators (see [1I M]).
A formula. ~ is said to |)e valid with resl)ect to a. given system, denote(t ~ W, if it holds
a.t a.ll points of the system. We ch)se the language under modal operators Ki for all
agents i. T h e formula. Kip should 1)e read a qent i (inform, alion-theoretically) knows ~o.
lnforma.tion-theorefic knowledge in a. given system is defined as follows: c l= KiW exa.etly if c' ~ ~ for a.ll points c' of t,he system in which agent i has the same loca| state
as it, does in c. Under such a. definition, knowledge has the properties of the modal
sysl,ern $5 (cf. [IIM2]), which in tm.rl,icular inca.as thai, il. satisfies the knowled.qe axiom
Kiqv D ~, a.nd the distribution axiom (Ki~p A l(i(~ D f ) ) D Kit[;.
We are now in a, position to define res.urce-b(mnded knowledge in a. given system
along the lines suggested in l,he inl, ro(lucl, i()n. We starl, out wil,h a. list of c~)rnplexil,y
pa.ramel,ers i) tha.l, is defined a.I, all poinl,s of t,he system, whose explicit values may vary
From one point 1.o anot, her. These para.meters may include, for example, the n u m b e r
of processors a. given processor is inl,era(:l, ing with, the n u m b e r of messages it received,
the a.mount of free m e m o r y it has, or a.ny other p a r a m e t e r s releva.nt to the pa.rticular
a.pplica.t, ion. We assurne l,ha.t, t,he compul,a.l, ions t,he processors can perfi)rrn a.t a. given
local sl,a.t.e can c o n s u m e resources bounded by some function f3(~) from a. complexity
class B(9). These bounds may be on t,he time used in the computa.tion, the a m o u n t of
memory, whet, her t,he compul, at, i(ms are determinist, it, probabilist, ic, etc. A protocol is
sa.id t;o be U-bounded with respect 1,o a. given syst, ern, if there is a function /3 E B such
that a.t every poinl, c in t,he sysl,ern the processors use resources b o u n d e d by fl(.fl(c)).
Processors perf()rm comput,ations based exclusively on their loca.1 sta.te. Intuitively, the
only kind of tests tha.I, a. B-|)ounded processor ea.n ba.se its actions on are B-bounded
computa.tions. Using K; to denote infornm.tion-l)ased knowledge defined above, t,here
is a. natura.1 sense in which we can consider a. processor t() be able to c o m p u t e w h e t h e r
it knows a. l)a.rticnla.r fact: I,et, ,4 I)e a. (tecision a.lgoril, hm (i.e., one whose o u t p u t is
either accept or reject); t.hen we sa.y tha.t A corn,pules the trulh of Kiqo if, for a|l points
in the syst.etn, /l's computa.i.ion si,a.rting from i's local sta.te a.t the point c a.ccepts
if c ~ K6o , a.n(I rgiects ot, herwise. I A fact Kip is sai(I t,o be ~-compulable if it is
compul,able using an algoril, hm A which c(msumes resources b o u n d e d by B. We now
define resource-b(mn(led knowledge, denot,ed by .K~, as fi)llows:

(b) Ki~ is B-cornputa.l)le.
1A probabilistic algorithm executed at a given local state might accept in some executions and reject
in others. In such a context, we should require the algorthm to accept on sumclently many (e.g., with
probability at least 2/3) if c ~ K, qv, and reject sum(:iently often if c ~ I(i~o.
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We restricl, a,ttenthm to I,he COml)utabilil, y of l,he form KiT beca.Hse any fact, that, a,genl, i
could possibly e o m p . t e the truth of must be e(]uiva,lent to a fact of this form. This
follows from the fact t,ha,t the a.lgorithrn A c~m~putes based solely on agent i's local
state. It is interesting to not,e I,hal, our definition is in a. form consistent, wit,h thai, of
the logic of belier and awareness of [Fll]. Using their terminology, the agent i in our
definii, ion is considered to be aware of T if KiT is/~-comp,mtable.
T h , s , for example, a. processor polyno,nia.l-time knows a. given fact if the processor
can test in polynomial time whether it (in formation-the,~retieally) knows the fact, a.nd
in I,his particular ease the test would succeed (i.e., the processor does know the fact).
Notice t,ha,t we do no{, assume I,hat the processor's prol,oeol act,,ally makes use of (or
has explicit access to) the partie,,la.r algoril, hrn in question. What is importar, t is thai,
a. rela.ted resource-bo,,nded pro{,ocol co,zld rnake use o f {,},is algorithm, and base its
actions on whether the fact is known.
l,et ins n o w consitler some of l,}le properties of rest)Hrt:e-bounded knowledge. First
of all, K~ clearly satisfies the knowledge axiom K/~T D T, since both K I T D KiT and
KiT D T are valid. F, nrthertr, ore, K~ satisfies the ger, era.lizat, ion rule: If ~ T then
KIT. 'Fh,,'s means that all ta.,,tologies are resource-bo,,ndedly, known. T h e reason is
thai, all valid form,,las a.re equivalent to (and hence have the same extension as) the fact
t r u e , and there is a (,rivia.1 (constant t,ime) algorithm {,ha.t computes the truth of the
tautology K i ( t r u e ) . Still, it can be argued, if an agent receives a graph from another
agent,, is it reasonable to say that it polynomial-t, ime knows whether this graph is
llamiltonian? Notice that whereas, for a fixed (7, the fa.et "G' is ltamiltonian" is either
a. tautology or the nega.tion of one, the fact "the graph just received is llamilt, onia.n"
will in general be neither a tautology nor the negation of one (if different kinds of graphs
can be received). So, whereas the agent will know that "the graph.just received is G"',
and (say) that "G is ltarniltonian", it would only know t,he (potentially crucial) Fact
"the graph .i,st received is llamiltonia.n" if it can compute within its limited resources
whether graphs it receives are lla.miltonian. Clearly, a protocol that should always act
based on whether a fixed predetermined tautology is t r . e (or false) can have the answer
ha.rd wired, and in any case shouM not compute its I,ruth repeatedly in ea.ch invocation.
The type of facts we will be most inl,erested in will gcnera.lly depend on the particular
context and will be neii, her {,a.,,tologies nor their negations.
We now address the q,,estion of logical omniscience. As expected, reso,,rce-bounded
knowledge is, it, general, nol closed under deduction. This means that
( K I T A K~( T D ff~)) D K~b.
For example, consider a system in which processor's local state (in all of the points in
the system) encodes a. graph. F, rthermore, assume thai, all possible graphs can appear
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in the initial local state of a processor. Taking the number n of nodes in the graph
encoded in a processor's state as the complexity parameter, imagine that the processors
are restricted to polynomial-time computations in n. Let ~o be the fact "the graph is
a rind'. Since checking whether a graph is a ring can easily be done in linear time,
there is an obvious algorithm that detects whether a processor knows ~, at any given
point. Thus, in particular we have that K~, is equivalent to KS~0. Whenever the graph
is a ring the processor polynomial-time knows that it is a ring. Now consider the fact
="the graph is Hamiltonian". It is easy to see that ~o D ¢ is valid, since every ring is
in particular a tIamiltonian graph. By the generalization rule, KS(to D ¢) is also valid.
Recall that we assume that all possible graphs on n nodes may appear. Assuming
P#NP, there is no polynomial-time algorithm that checks whether an arbitrary graph
is ltamiltonian. Therefore, KB~/) never holds. It follows that at points in which tile
graph is a ring both KB~o and KS(to D ¢) hold, but K~/J does not hold. In a similar
fashion, whenever the graph is Ilamiltonian there is a particular Ha.miltonian path
in the graph which is and should obviously be polynomial-time known to be in the
graph, while the graph is not known to be Hamiltonian. The algorithm checking for a.
particular fixed path can not be of great use in determining ttamiltonicity in general.
Aside from showing that the distribution axiom fails, this example shows that our
definition correctly handles the distinction between P and NP.
While it does not satisfy the distribution axiom, if/3 is closed under addition then
resource-bounded knowledge does satisfy a slightly weaker property which we call the
weak distribution axiom:
(/ff~, A Kf(~o D ¢)) Z / f r o

A ¢).

Thus, our disucussion above implies that when a processor's graph is a ring the processor does polynomial-time know that its graph is a Hamiltonian ring. The formulas ~o
and ~b from the above example also show that resource-bounded knowledge does not
distribute over conjunction:
However, if/3 is closed under addition, the converse does hold:

The/3-bounded algorithm that computes the truth of Ki(~o A '¢,) is simply the conjunction of the algorithms for Kilo and K;~.
Resource-bounded knowledge thus does not suffer from the logical omniscience property. A processor's knowledge is, in a precise sense, restricted by the processor's being
limited to/3-bounded computations. Slightly extending the discussion above, we can
show the following:
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P r o p o s i t i o n 1:
K~ has the properties of $5, with the weak distribution axiom
replacing the distribution axiom.
While resource-bounded knowledge was defined above with respect to a given system, we are often in situations in which we design a protocol that should work within
particular resource bounds in a number of systems. A common case is in the design
of parameterized protocols. A parameterized protocol is a function P(.) : ~ H P(:~),
mapping parameter lists to fixed protocols. Intuitively, P(~) is the instantiation of
79(.) on parameter list ~. The list ~ will in general consist of uninstantiated variables
in the protocol text, and possibly some initial common inputs to the system. For example, protocols for Byzantine agreement are usually parameterized by the number of
processors n and a bound of t on the number of failures to be tolerated. The system
parameters could, in other contexts, include a number N about whose properties the
agents interact. Let R(:~) denote the system corresponding to all runs of P(~) and let X
denote a set of parameter lists. We define the class ofsysleras defined by 79 and X to be
{R(2) : ~ 6 X}. Our definition of resource-bounded knowledge immediately extends
to classes of systems as well. Facts need to be given meaning in all the systems in
the class, and the algorithms that compute the truth of a fact need to act Correctly
in all systems of the class. The complexity parameters ~ will often involve some of
the parameters 5: that define the system. For example, a natural requirement of a
protocol for Byzantine agreement is that it perform computations that are polynomial
in n and t with respect to a class of systems. The design of protocols for simultaneous
choice problems in [MT] and in Section 5 involves reasoning about classes of systems.

4

Knowledge-based protocols

Knowledge-based protocols were first defined by tialpern and Fagin in [tIF]. Roughly
speaking, a knowledge-based protocol is a protocol in which processors' actions explicitly
depend on their knowledge. Such a protocol contains commands of the form ±:f K~p
t h e n do S, or :i.:f ~ K ¢ t h e n do S'. We leave a more formal definition of knowledgebased protocols to the full paper. Specifically, we will think of such a protocol as a
program text in which some of the tests depend on the processors' knowledge. One way
of arguing for the appropriateness of our definitions of resource-bounded knowledge is by
relating them to the implementability of a. knowledge-based protocol within particular
resource bounds. Roughly speaking, it would be pleasing to be able to show that a
knowledge-based protocol is implementable within resource bounds B if and only if
it is equivalent to the resource-bounded knowledge-based protocol we get by replacing
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all formulas of the form Kto in the protocol by K'~o. By equivalent here we mean
that there is a one to one and onto mapping between the set of runs corresponding
to the original protocol and the set corresponding to the resource-bounded one, such
that in corresponding runs exactly tile same messages are sent and the same internal
actions are performed a.t the same times. Thus, intuitively, the tests for knowledge in
the original protocol and the corresponding tests for resource-bounded knowledge are
interchangeable. As we shall soon see, a slight variant of this statement holds.
Consider the situation in the rings vs. Hamiltonian graphs in the previous section.
Again, we take ~o ="the graph is a ring", / ="the graph is tlamiltonian", and B(n) is
polynomial time. Imagine a knowledge-based protocol that reads as follows:

if ~ K ~ then do S
else if K ~

then do S'

This protocol is easily implementable in polynomial time, since testing the first condition ~K~o (which holds exactly if the graph is not a ring) can be done in linear time,
and when the second test, for K~, is actually performed, it is guaranteed to hold.
The reason, of course, is that the second test is reached only in cases in which the
graph is a ring, which in particular implies that it is Hamiltonian, and hence that Kg,
holds. However, as we have seen in the previous section, KSg, never holds, since there
is no polynomial-time algorithm to test whether the graph is Hamiltonian. So, Strictly
speaking, the theorem we had in mind does not hold! But it fails for a good reason.
The fact that the execution of the protocol has reached the test for K!b carries quite
a bit of nontrivial information. And this information is what makes testing for K~/~
t~rivia.1 in this particular case. This leads us to a slight variant of the original theorem
we had in mind, which does indeed hold. Given a knowledge-based protocol 79, let
the labeled version of the protocol 79t be the result of labelling each test for knowledge
in the protocol by a distinct label L At some points c the protocol will perform the
test labeled by ~, and at others it won't reach that test,. For every label .e' in 79t, we
define the fact "at g'" to hold at a given point c, denoted c ~ at ~', exactly if the test
labeled ~' is reached in the computation the processor performs at c. We now define the
resource-bounded version of 79t, denoted 798, to be the protocol resulting from replacing
every test of the form Kto' in the protocol 79 by a test for KS(at g./^ ~0'), where gi is
the label of K~o' in 79t. We now have:

Proposition 2: A knowledge-based protocol 79 is implementable within resource
bounds/3 iff 79 is equivalent to 79~.
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Simultaneous Byzantine agreement

T h e initial motivation for this p a p e r c a m e from work with Mark Tuttle on [MT]. T h a t
paper deals with the problem of performing simultaneous choice problems, a large
class of problems one of which is simultaneous Byzantine agreement (denoted SBA). 2
Roughly speaking, that p a p e r shows that in a protocol for SBA that is optimal in
all runs in the generalized omissions failure model correct processors must perform
actions as soon as they (information-theoretically) k n o w that particular relevant facts
are c o m m o n knowledge. F u r t h e r m o r e , testing w h e t h e r a processor knows t h a t these
facts are c o m m o n knowledge is shown to be N P - h a r d . P a r t of the conclusions to t h a t
paper reads as follows:

... Since it is unreasonable to expect processors to perform NP-hard computations between consecutive rounds of communication, it is natural to
ask what is the earliest time at which such actions can be performed by
resource-bounded processors.., the information-based definition of knowledge . . . i s not appropriate for reasoning about such questions. A major
challenge motivated by this is the elaboration of the definition of knowledge . . . to include notions of resource-bounded knowledge that would provide us with appropriate tools [notions such as p o l y n o m i a l - t i m e knowledge
and po]ynomial-time c o m m o n knowledge] for analyzing such questions ...
Our definitions of resource-bounded knowledge can indeed be used to analyze this question, yielding a proof that there can be no polynomial-time protocols for s i m u l t a n e o u s
Byzantine agreement that are optimal in all runs with respect to p o l y n o m i a l - t i m e protocols. In this section we will only present a rough sketch of the technical d e v e l o p m e n t
leading to this result. C o m p l e t e details will a p p e a r in the full paper. T h e precise
definitions of all of the terms we use here can be found in [MT]. Aside from that, the
section is self-contained.
SBA requires the nonfaulty processors to perform particular simultaneous actions
under certain conditions. Faulty processors' actions are not specified. T h e situation
therefore turns out to be best analyzed by using a notion of (information-based) belief
t h a t closely corresponds to information-based knowledge. We define agent i believes 99,
d e n o t e d B;~o, as follows:
2Briefly, the SBA problem is one in which n processors, at most t of which are faulty, start out with
initial values xi E {0, 1}. The system is synchronous and the correct processors are required to all decide
simultaneously on an identical value v, with the restriction that if all of the xi's are 0 (resp. 1) then
v = 0 (resp. 1); cf. [DM]. While we will focus on SBA in this section, essentially everything we do here
applies to simultaneous choice problems in general.
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for all p o i n t s c ' i n which agent ibot, h
is nonfault, y and has [,he same local state as at c.

l)enoting the set of nonfaulty processors by ./V', the formula Big is equivalent to the
for.,,,la. K,(i Z .,V" D f ) (or. [MT]). lntl,it, ively, an agenl,'s beliefs here arc based .r,
t,he assumpt, ion that il, (l,he agent,) is nonfaull, y (an agenl, is not guarani,cad 1,o know
whet, her it, is faull,y). This (tefinit.ion has the property thai, nonfaulty pr~,ccssors' beliefs
(and hence act, ions based o,, t,hern) are always true, while for fa.ult,y processors B(false)
is sa.tisfiaMe(!). We define B~, the corresponding notion of resource-bounded belief, in
exa.ci, ly l,he same way as we did for knowledge in Section 3, except t,hat, the algorit, hm A
is now required to correctly del,ect, wheA,lmr Big holds only when executed al, points
in which agenl, i is nonfaull, y. Again, facts t,hat, nonfaull~/ processors resource-bounded
believe will be gua.rani,eed 1:o be true.
In order l,o define (:~mlm(m belief an(I resource-bounde(] common belief, we first
define every nonfaully a.qent believes (resp. resource-bounded believes) ~, denol,ed E~v~
(resp. E ~ ) , [,o be Aie¢ Bi~o (resp. A~z~The definit;ions of common belief and
resource-bounded common belief are now given in terms of fixed points along the lines
of [lIM]. Common belier, denoi, ed (:'W~ is defined to be uX. E~.(~ A X), ,,,here u stands
for the grea.t,est, fixed poini, operal, or. This notion of common belief coincides witll the
nol, ion of corrlmon knowledge wit, h respect, to the norlfau]l,y agent, s defined in [M'I'].
Whereas the grea.l,est, fxed point here is well-defined, its resource-bounded analogue
uX.E'~,,(~ A X) --- is nol, well-defined. The grea.l, est, fixed point is no longer g,a.ranteed
I,o always exist. (We can show examples where il, doesn't,.) We I,hus define:

{

,.

(%v~

=

_

A x)
false

if

exist,s,

otherwise.

'['hree crucial l)roperl, ies of comn,,n belief a.nd resource-bounded common belief are
t,ha.t ]= C'~0 D (J¢~ and the fixed poinl a.~ioms: ~ C~v~ ~ Ejc(q::,A C~go), and similarly
( 7 ~ ~ I~'.~(~AC;'~). We (lisc,,ss a(hlil, i,,nal propert, ies of reso,,rce-bout, ded cornm(,n
knowledge (which is defined in the satne manner) and re.source-bounded common belief
in the full paper. The I~,llowing pr, qmsil, ion relates simultaneous actions and resourcebounded common belief:

Proposition

class of syst,ems of B-bounded processors, and let a be
a. simultaneous action for ./V" in C. Then c ~ "a is being performed by A/"' hohls iff
c ~ C~("a is being performed by .,V"').
3:

l,et C b e a

Proposit, ion 3 shows that resource-bounded common belief is a necessary condition
for performing simultaneous actions when tile agents are resource bounded. This is
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analogous to the res~Jll,s in [I)M] and [M'I'] t,ha.L show that, common belief is a. necessary
condition fi)r similar a.ctions perfiwmed l)y a.rl)itrary (not necessarily resource-bounded)
agents. We denote the fact that a. sinnJlt.a.neous a.(:tio, a is allowed a.(:cording to the
problem specification by enabled(a). In SBA, the simultaneous actions are deciding 0
and deciding 1, and enabled(decide v) is eqHiva.lent to (,he existence of at least one
initia.I value xi = v. T h e distril)ution axiom for common l:)elief gives as a. corollary tha.t
when an a.ction a is pcrfi)rrned it is common belief that enabled(a) holds, ltowever,
like reso,rce-bounded knowledge and belief, resource-bounded (:ornmon belief does not
satisfy the distribut.ion axiorn, q'hus, a. sitnila.r corollary does not hold in the resource|)ounded case. Buta. weaker version of this corollary does hold and will l)e instrumental
for our impossibility result. Before we can state it we need to ma.ke a. few definitions.
In [DM] and [M'I'] the full information protocol .T is shown to play an instrumenta.l
role in designing ol)tinm.1 prol, o('ols. This is a. protocol in which every processor sends
,'1. complete descriptio, ~f its Iota.1 state to a.]] others in every round. In the generalized
omissions fa.ilure model this (]escripti(m ca.n be succinctly represented, as shown in
[MT]. Fina.lly, two runs of different protocols f(~r a simultaneous choice problem a.re
said to [)e eorre.spondin.q runs if the input to the system and the pattern of failures is
the same in both (i.e., the adversary's t:)eha.vior is the same in both). Setting B to l)e
po]ynornia] tirne in n and t, we can now show:
T h e o r e m 4:
l,el, Cr be the cla.ss of systems of the runs of .T" in I,he genera.lized
omissions m,,del; Then e ~ ( ; ~ , for some ~ sa.tisfying I= -¢, D enabled(decide v) itT
there exists ,~. polynomial-tirne protocol fiw SBA that; decides v at Lime k in the run
corresponding to r.
A protocol is said t,, be polTnomial-limc optimal (in all run.g) if in a.ll runs it halts
~l.s so()n a,s a,ny other polynomia,l-tirne [)r(~to(:ol does in a, corresl)onding run. As a, result
of the above theorem, we now have:
C o r o l l a r y 5: Assuming I)#NI ), there is no polynomia.l-l,i,le optirna.l protocol for SBA
in the generalized omissions model.

T h e proof of this fact applies T h e o r e m ,1 to the construction in the NP-hardness
lower bound proof of [MT]. In hindsight, the proof of Corollary 5 follows from tha.t
lower bound [)roof via rornbina.toria.1 means that, ca.n be explained without needing the
fiJil terminology of T h e o r e m 4. llowever, the fa.cl, that it wa.s provable (a.nd in fact firs(,
proved) using this theorem a.nd the related concepts developed in this paper is a. strong
sta.tement in favor of our defi,itions.
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Conclusions

This paper presents definitions of resource-bounded knowledge fi)r distributed systems
a,pplh:ath)ns, and argues that they capture essential aspects of resource-bounded distributed computing. While our exa.rnl:)les in Sect, ion 3 poinl,ed out subtle properties
of the definitions, the results in the last two sections showed that these definitions
c.an be successfi~lly applied I,o nonl, rivial problems in distributed computing. A natural quest, ion at this p(firH, is to what extent our (]efinitions truly capture the notion
of resource-bounded I(nowledge. Will there be cases in which these definith)ns will be
irmut'l]cient For the a.na.lysis of resource-bounded distril)uted protocols? We feel that
our del]nitiorm are userul, well mid, ira.ted and robust. Nevertheless, generalizations
or our notions an(I additional not, ions will 1)e necessary for certain applications. ()he
contribution of our work is in providing a. usefill Fra.mew~rk For defining such notions.
Joe lIa[pern p(fints ~)ut t,hat since we require an algorithm computing the truth o[" a.
Formula to be correct a.t all [)ossil)le points, it rnight be dilfl]cull, or somewhat unintuil, ive
to model in our Frameworl( a situa.tion in whi(:h a.n agent knows a certain fact, such
a.s that the graph il, received is llartliltonian, once it is given a. proof ol~ this fact (e.g.,
shown a llamiltonian paJ,h), and does not know this before. Given our definitions, the
agent in this scene.rio would never polynomia]ly know that "the graph is llamilt, onian".
However, once il, is given the proof of llamill, onh:ity, the agent would know that "the
graph i.s llarnilt, onian a n d thai, message (:(,llt,ah~s a. proof o f it,", which, of course, implies
the forrner. A sortmwhat intuitionisti(: aspect of our definition: A fact that is hard I,o
verify within the given resource b(,un(]s (:an become known on]y in conjunction with
its proof. To what extent this resolves the original problem in a satisfactory wa~/ is a.
matter of taste. We see no cleaner way out.
Another qllestion is how our notion of resource-bounded knowledge is related to
a.na.lyzing notions such as the recent intera(:live proofs an(] zero knowledge int, rodu(:e(|
1:)3: Goldwasser, Miea.]i, and l:lael(,,fr in [(~MR]. We have recently rna(le progress on
this problem in joinl, work with Joe llaJpern and Mark Tuttle (see [IIMT]). In that
context we need to extend the notiorl of resource-bounded knowledge to tha.t of resourcebounded knowledge wilh respect to a promise kO. ]"he essential change in the definition
is that the resource-bounded a.lgoril,hm A (:~,mputing the truth of K ~ is required to acl,
correctlyonIy when t.he promise qy holds. /'| may a.c|,ar|)itra.riIy when • does not hold.
T h e analysis in [IIMT] also rnakes use (d a, notion of probabilistic knowldge along the
lines of [Fll2], and defines a notion of knowing how to perform various tasks efficiently.
Much is still left to be done.
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